ARBORIST CHAIN SAWS

Whether you’re climbing a tree or in a bucket, our top-handle chain saws will help you do the job easier and faster. Each saw is light weight, but powerful, and features a compact size and ergonomic handles. Our professional-grade, 2-stroke engines are long-lasting and efficient; an advanced ignition system gives you quick, trouble-free starts every time.

Plus, get peace of mind with our unmatched 1-year commercial warranty, which is standard for any commercial chain saw purchase.

FOR USE BY TREE SERVICE PROFESSIONALS ONLY.

SUGGESTED CHAIN SAW APPLICATION

CS-2511T
CS-271T
CS-303T
CS-355T

SMALL LIMBING
MEDIUM LIMBING & SECTIONING
LARGE LIMBING & SECTIONING

See page 63 for additional features and specifications.
REAR HANDLE CHAIN SAWS

Backed by the pros, our rear handle chain saws can tackle the toughest jobs out there and will give you superior, smooth operation. Get the power and durability you need from the high-performance 2-stroke engine, and the fast start you want with our advanced ignition system. All our rear handle chain saws come standard with the best pro features such as vibration reduction systems, automatic oilers, inertia chain brakes and more.

Plus, get peace of mind with our unmatched 1-year commercial warranty, which is standard for any commercial chain saw purchase.

SUGGESTED CHAIN SAW APPLICATION

- **CS-310**
  - Entry-level model that is excellent for yard cleanup, small tree felling, and light pruning.
  - Tool-less, easy-access air filter
  - Side-access chain tensioner for quick chain adjustments

- **CS-352**
  - A step up from the CS-310 for more power.
  - Tool-less, easy-access air filter
  - Side-access chain tensioner for quick chain adjustments

- **CS-370**
  - This model is great for small cutting projects and where more power is required.
  - Tool-less, easy-access air filter
  - Automatic, adjustable oiler to match cutting conditions
  - Automotive-style air filter provides superior air filtration

- **CS-400**
  - Additional power makes this ideal for larger limbs, small trees, cutting firewood and storm cleanup.
  - Tool-less, easy-access air filter
  - Automatic, adjustable oiler to match cutting conditions
  - Automotive-style air filter provides superior air filtration

See page 64 for additional features and specifications.
REAR HANDLE CHAIN SAW

CS-4510
An easy-to-use mid-range saw for larger applications.
- Tool-less, easy access air filter
- Automatic, adjustable clutch-driven oiler for reduced oil consumption
- Air injection air cleaner system reduces air filter maintenance

CS-490
Light weight but perfect for heavier jobs such as installing fence posts, storm cleanup and cutting firewood.
- Spring-assist starter reduces pulling effort
- Tool-less, easy access air filter
- Magnesium crankcase provides lightweight durability

CS-501P
Great for everyday use on larger jobs and heavy on-ground use.
- Performance Cutting System™ - upgraded bar and aggressive chain for improved cutting performance
- Decompression valve for easy starting
- Aluminum handle with rubber grip

CS-590
Perfect for farms and larger lots of land or felling.
- Heavy-duty, easy-access air filter
- Decompression valve for easy starting
- Automatic, adjustable clutch-driven oiler for reduced oil consumption

CS-620P
A step up in power from the CS-590, ideal for heavy on-ground use, logging and larger clearing jobs.
- Professional-grade magnesium sprocket cover and crank case
- Heavy-duty aluminum handle with rubber grip
- Decompression valve for easy starting
- Performance Cutting System™ - upgraded bar and aggressive chain for improved cutting performance

CS-620PW
Same as the CS-620P model with a full wrap handle.
- Tool-less, easy access air filter
- Magnesium crankcase provides light weight durability
- Performance Cutting System™ - upgraded bar and aggressive chain for improved cutting performance

See page 64 for additional features and specifications.